Firing rate and size distribution of the hind limb extensor and flexor motoneuronal units.
Axonal spike size of extensor and flexor motoneurones were subjected to statistical analysis. Extensor motoneurones were isolated in decerebrate cats and the flexor motoneurones in spinalized cats. Smallest spikes were due to gamma motoneurones which could be further classified as small, medium and large. Extensor and flexor alpha motoneuronal units were also divided into these three subgroups. Considering the firing pattern and the cell size extensor alpha units were divided into five types: small-tonic, medium-tonic, large-tonic, large-phasic and largest-phasic. Maximum firing rate of extensor alpha units was directly related to the cell size and was distributed between 5-15, 15-20, 25-40 and 35-55 imp/sec for the small-tonic, medium-tonic, large-tonic and large-phasic motoneurones. Stabilized firing rates were distributed between 5-10, 10-15 and 15-20 imp./sec for the small-tonic, medium-tonic and large-tonic motoneurones. Flexor motoneuronal types and their maximum firing rates were as follows: small-tonic (16 imp./sec), medium-tonic (24 imp./sec), small-phasic (37.5 imp/sec), medium-phasic (30 imp./sec), large-phasic (46 imp./sec) and largest-phasic (only one or two impulses). The functional significance of the results was discussed considering the axonal spike size as an index for the cell size.